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ABSTRACT 

 

Unemployment ! A heavily consumed term by everyone but why? Perhaps after comparing it 

to “cancer” meaning it slowly destroys the economy and causes social instability, the problem 

is that when we notice the damage its already too late, it escalated without us noticing. This 

particular topic has made me curious, by seeing that people as beings are complex and 

incomprehensible .The fact that they say one thing and do the complete opposite of it by their 

own will.is this the result of the impossibility to solve things or are we simply made this way? 

I laid this problem down because  the outcome of research shows mainly one thing ,most 

families in the region of Peja and Istog are made up by 5 to 6 members and in each family 2 to 

3 family members don’t have a job even though they are able to work. But the biggest paradox 

is that despite the minimum wages in Kosovo compared to the living standard 57% of the 

surveyed have declared satisfaction with their jobs and don’t profess to work something else. 

Only 38% of the surveyed work a job they don’t qualify for. This shows that even though they 

work jobs that don’t correspondent with their study field these people are satisfied with their 

jobs. As a result of high unemployment rates and low job offers by employers the people are 

satisfied to find a job no matter what kind of job it is. Thus enhancing and leading to the social 

imbalance and instability that is being manifested with a lot of problems and stress. 
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